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SUMMARY

Scope: This routine, inspection ~ entailed-inspection in the
fol. aing= areas:-plant operations; surveillance;
maintenance; evaluation of: licensee self-assessment-
capability in the areas of SAER, ISEG, SRB, and PRB;
Less Of__ Decay Heat Removal, Programmed Enhancements
~(Long_ Term) Review (TI 2515/103); and Licensee
Evaluation Of Changes To The Environs Around Licensed
Reactor Facilities (TI 2515/112); . followup; and review
of Licensee Event Reports.

Results: No violations-or deviations were identified.

Two recurring equipment proDlems,.NSCW fan-motor
breaker trips and SOLA regulating transformer failures,
were reviewed. The licensee's identification of-these
problems and. actions'taken in response to both these
-problems were adequate and commensurate with'the
relative significance of the problems (paragraph 4c',d).
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An evaluation of several licensee self-assessment
programs showed that these programs were meeting their
regulatory requirements and fulfilling their objectives
(paragraph 5).

TI 2515/112, Licensee Evaluation Of Changes To The
Environs Around= Licensed Reactor Facilities, was
completed. .The licensee does not currently have a
program to periodically review and evaluate health and
safety issues resulting from changes in site environs.
Based on the information reviewed, there have not been
changes in the site environs since licensing which-
would warrant an evaluation of the effect on license
requirements (paragraph 7).

Two violations and an IFI were closed on issues
resulting from the Unit i refueling outage in October
1991. The inspectors observed the results of several
progrmmma*ic and procedural enhancements thei licensee
implemer.,s. in response to these issues and other
licensee identified issues during the recently
completed Unit 2 outage. Although the-efficacy of
these improvements is still evolving many desired
results were achieved and resulted in no significant
problems during the outage (paragraph Ba,b).
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REPORT DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted;

Licensee Employees'

*H. Beacher, Senior Plant Engineer
: *J. Beasley, Assistant General Manager Plant Operations
: *R. Brown, Superv.'sor Operations Training

W. Burmeister, Manager Engineering Support
*S. Chesnut, Manager Engineering Technical Support*

C. Christiarsen, Safety Audit and Engineering
Group Supervisor-

W. Copeland, Supervisor - Materials4

C. Coursey, Maintenance Superintendent*

R. Dorman, Manager. Training and Emergency Preparedness
' *G. Frederick, Manager Maintenance
! *J. Gasser, Operations Unit Superintendent

*M. Griffis, Manager Plant Modifications and'

Maintenance Support
M. Hobbs, I&C Superintendent
*K. Holmes, Manager Health Physics and Chemistry
D. Huyck, Nuclear Security Manager

*W. Kitchens, Assistant General Manager Plant Support
,

; R. LeGrand, Manager Operations
; G. McCarley, ISEG Supervisor

A. Parton, Chemistry Superintendent
B. Raley, Plant Engineer Supervisor - Maintenance
M. Seepe, Radwaste Supervisor

*M. Sheibani, Nuclear Safety and Compliance Supervisor
*W. Shipman, General Manager Nuclear Plant
C. Stinespring, Manager Administration
J. Swartzwelder, Manager Outage and Planning-

*C. Tippins, Nuclear Specialist, SAER

Other licensee employees contacted included technicians,
supervisors, engineers, operators, maintenance personnel,.

quality control inspectors, and office personnel.

Oglethorpe Power Company Representative

T. Mozingo

NRC Resident Inspectors

*B. Bonser
,

D. Starkey i
*P. Balmain

]

* Attended Exit Interview

An alphabetical list of abbreviations is located in the last
. paragraph of the inspection report.i
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2. Plant Operations - (71707)

a. General

The inspection staff. reviewed plant operations
throughout the reporting period to verify conformance
with regulatory requirements, Techtzcal Specifications,
and administrative controls. Control logs, shift

,

supervisor's logs, shift relief records, LCO status
logs, night orders, standing orders, and clearance logs
were routinely reviewed. Discussions were conducted
with plant operations, maintenance, chemistry and
health physics, engineering support and technical
support personnel. Daily plant status meetings were
routinely attended.

Activities within the control room were monitored
during shifts and shift changes. Actions observed were
conducted as required by the licensee's procedures.
Tha complement of-licensed personnel ou each shift met
or exceeded the minimum required by TS. Direct
obLervations were conducted of control room panels,
instrumentation and recorder traces important to
safety. Operating parameters were observed to verify
they were within TS limits. The inspectors also
reviewed DCs to determine whether the licensee was
appropriately documenting problens and implementing
corrective actions.

Plant tours were taken during the reporting period on a
routinc basis. They included, but were not limited to
the turbine building, the auxiliary building,
electrical equipment rooms, cable spreading rooms, NSCW
towers, DG buildings, AFW buildings, and the low
voltage switchyard.

During plant-tours, housekeeping, security, equipment
status and radiation control practices were observed.

The inspectors verified that the licensee's health
physics policies and procedures we.re followed. This
included observation of HP practices and review of area
surveys, radiation work permits, postings, and
instrument calibration.

The inspectors verified that the security organization
was properly manned and security personnel were capable
of performing their assigned functions; persons-and
packages were checked prior to entry into the PA;
vehicles were properly authorized, searched, and

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.
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escorted within the PA; persons within the PA displayed
photo identification badges; and personnel in vital
areas were authorized.

During the inspection period, the inspector observed
required firearms qualification of two security
officers. One of the officers successfully-qualified
on the range, the other officer did not. The inspector
noted that appropriate actions were taken to suspend
the set 'nd officer's qualification on this type of
weapon for response purposes until the officer
successfully completed qualification.

On June 2, the licensee conducted an announced fire
drill which simulated a fire in the Unit 1 North Main
Steam Valve Room. The inspector observed fire brigade
response, equipment setup, command and control of the
fire brigade, and shift support of the fire brigade.
The licensee's performance in this drill was
satisfactory.

^

b. Unit 1 Summary

The unit operated at 100% power throughout this
; reperting period.

c. Unit 2 Summary

The unit began the period operating at 100% power. On
May 27, power was decreased to 82% when it appeared
that QPTR had exceeded the TS required limit. The
licensee subsequently determined that the deviation in
QPTR existed due to miscalibration of a power range
nuclear instrument and there was no actual QPTR
deviation. The NI was recalibrated and the unit
returned to 100% power on May 28. On June 19, power,

was decreased to 95% for performing maintenance on
feedwater heater 4B. The unit returned to 100t power
on June 21 and remained at full power through the end
of the inspection period.

d. Containment Ventilation Isolation

on June 4, while performing surveillance procedure
14415-C, Puel Handling Building Post Accident
ventilation Logic Surveillance Test, an I&C technician,

inadvertently _ grounded a test jumper which momentarily
caused a loss of power to containment ventilation area
low range radiation monitor 1RE-002 which resulted in a
containment ventilation isolation. The jumper was
grounded when the technician placed a jumper on relay -

-
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AX-19B to test the FHB area differential pressure
actuation logic.

The jumper was connected to a voltage source from 120v
AC vital instrument panel 1AY2A, for the purpose of
energizing relay AX-19B. When the jumper was grounded
a momentary voltage drop occurred on 1AY2A, which
affected equipment supplied from this panel including
1RE-002. The voltage drop caused 1RE-002 to actuate
the containment ventilation isolation. Other radiation
monitors supplied from 1AY2A received trouble alarms
due to this power drop. In addition to 1RE-002, the
only other radiation monitor supplied from 1AY2A which
is designed to cause an actuation, 1RE-12116 Control
Room ventilation monitor, did not cause a control room
isolation. The licensee determined that the voltage
drop did not exist long enough to cause a CRI
actuation. The licensee subsequently performed a
surveillance test to verify the operability of 1RE-
12116.

,

The root cause of this event was due to personnel
error. The technician performing the test followed the
procedure but did not anticipate the results of the
procedure steps prior to their performance. Upon
placement of the jumper, relay AX-19B actuated

: startling the technician who then inadvertently touched
the jumper to a ground terminal. The licensee is
revising this surveillance procedure to change the
sequence of jumper installation to ensure that the
jumper is not initially connected to an energized
terminal. If jumper installation had been reversed
this event may have been avoided. This event.will be
documented in an LER. The inspector will review the
licensee's corrective actions for the event as part of
the LER followup,

e. Auxiliary Feedwater Actuation

On June 24, Unit 1 experienced an unplanned TDAFW pump
actuation. The actuation occurred during the
performance of temporary engineering procedure T-ENG-
92-09, Sequencer Monthly Test While ATI Out of Service.
This_ test was being performed as a compensatory action
due to the sequencer's internal ATI feature being
defeated under a tenporary modification. The ATI is
defeated because a design error in the sequencer logic
allows ATI to reset the step timing sequence during an
actuation. This was discussed in NRC Inspection
Reports 50-424,425/92-07 and 50-424,425/92-11.
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The actuation occurred immediately after personnel
depressed the A train sequencer's ' Test UV' pushbutton
at the manual test panel. Investigation following this
event detenmined that a 0.2 second pulse actuated eight
UV relays in the sequencer's internal logic which
allowed an open signal to the TDAFW main steam
admission valve, 1HV-5106, to ceal in and caused the
'mAFW pump to start. The licensee determined that all
components controlled by the UV relays responded as
designed. The inspector verified that the method used
to make this determination was appropriate. -

The event occurred because the temporary procedure was
based on descriptions provided with the vendor's manual
which proved to be incorrect. The manual stated that
during this test outputs to plant-loads-cannot be
inadvertently generated as indicated by the illuminated
' Output Relays Blocked' red-indicator. Further review
of the sequencer logic schematics, which are-also-

provided=in the vendor's manual, showed that the output
relays are not blocked, but the stepping relays, which
are in series with the majority-of the output relays,
are blocked. The eight UV relays do not have
associated-stepping relays since they are-small loads
and are not sequenced. -This event will be documented
in LER 50-424/92-06.- The inspector will review the
licensee's corrective actions for the event as part of
the LER followup.-

No violations or deviations were identified.

3. Surveillance Observation- (61726)

Surveillance tests-were reviewed by the inspectors to verify
procedural and performance adequacy.' The completed tests
reviewed were examined for necessary-test prerequisites,
instructions, acceptance criteria, technical content, data
collection, independent verification where. required,
handling of deficiencies.noted, and review.of completed
work. The tests witnessed, in whole or in part, were
inspected to determine that approved procedures were-
available, equipment was calibrated, prerequisites were met,
tests were conducted according to procedure, test resulta-
were acceptable and. systems restoration was completed.

Listed below are surveillancas which were either' reviewed or-
witnessed:

Surveillance No. Tit;1g

14804-1 Safety Injection Pump Inservice
Test

. . . . . - . . .. . . . . _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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24623-1 Containment Low Range (1RE-0003)
Area Monitor ACOT

88015<2 Quadrant Power Tilt Measurement
Using Moveable Incore Detector
System

14030-1 Power Range Calorimetric Channel
Calibration

14805-1 RHR Pump and Check Valve Inservice
Test

24763-2 Steam Generator Level Narrow Range
Protection Channel III 2L-528

24764-2 Steam Generator Level Narrow Range
Protection Channel 2P-538

No 'riolations or deviations were identified.

4. Maintenance Observation (62703)

a. General

The inspectors observed maintenance activities,
interviewed personnel, and reviewed records to verify
that work was conducted in accordance with approved
procedures, TSs, and applicable industry codes and
standards. The inspectors frequently verified that
redundant components were operable, administrative
controls were followed, clearances were adequate,
personnel were qualified, correct replacement parts
were used, radiological controls were proper, fire
protection was adequate, adequate post-maintenance
testing was performed, and independent verification
requirements were implemented. The inspectors
independently verified that selected equipment was
properly returned to service.

Outstanding work requests were reviewed to ensure that
the licensee gave priority to safety-related
maintenance activities.

The inspectors witnessed or reviewed the following
maintenance activities:

MWO No. Work Descriotion

29201102 Pressurizer pressure is not
|

controlling as desired - Replaced
^

NSC card in Loop 2P-455,

.

_ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ . _ J
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29101833 Troubleshoot - NSCW Fan will not
start when taken to start position

29201953 Troubleshoot KVAR and field voltage
fluctuations on 2A DG

29201693 Replace power supplies to AMSAC
cabinet

b. Review of Diesel Generator Unavailability Data

During this report period the inspectors completed a
review of DG unavailability due to planned and
unplanned maintenance activities. The review was
requested by NRR and will be performed at all
commercial reactor sites. The inspectors gathered data
on all DG unavailabilities from June 1990 through May
1992 including unit status at the time of the DG outage
and the duration of the outage. The industry wide data
will be used to assess-the reliability of DGs and to
support-changes to the " Station Blackout' rule, if
warranted. A review of the data indicates that the
licensee has frequently performed maintenance on the
DGs with the units at power. However, the maintenance
activities performed were either necessitated by
component failure or otherwise required to maintain DG
reliability. The inspectors did not have any concerns
with the licensee's practices of removing the DGs from
service for necessary maintenance activities.

c. NSCW Fan Motor Breaker Trips

During this inspection period, the inspector reviewed
the licensee's actions to resolve spurious trips of the
NSCW fan motor breakers which have occurred-when the
fans were started on demand from the main control
board. The inspector noted during control room
walkdowns, log entries, and standing order
instructions, that the NSCW fans had a history of
periodically tripping when the CR handswitch was taken
to start. TS 3.7.5, Ultimate Heat Sink, requires all
NSCW fans to be operable in Modes 1 through 4. This
requirement, in part, ensures that an adequate supply
of cooling water is available to safety-related
equipment.

The inspector reviewed MWOs, surveillances and DC
histories for each of the fans. There were instances
in the past where breakers on both units required
maintenance due to spurious trips; however, there was
no clear indication in the MWO history that would have
indicated a trend or common cause of failures. The
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inspector reviewed all of the monthly operability
surveillance records for the fans on both units. Each
completed surveillance successfully verified the
operability of the fans and only one instance was noted
where a fan tripped spuriously during a surveillance.
A review of DC history showed that three DCs were
written for breakers tripping or the fans failing to
start. Two DCs were initiated during the last six
months. Following the documentation of repeat failures
shown by the two recent DCs, caution tags were placeds

on the MCB and a standing order was issued with
instructions to the CR staff to contact maintenance
personnel to investigate indications on the breakers
prior to resetting a trip. Due to the design of these
breakers there is no readily available means to
identify if the breakers tripped on an instantaneous
or time delay overcurrent trip setpoint. Based on

4

these problems the licensee issued an MWO to provide
monitoring when the NSCW fan operability surveillance
is performed.

,

In addition to these actions, the licensee used offsite
support personnel to evaluate the characteristics of
the power circuit and had vendor representatives.
inspect these breakers. No conclusive results to
identify the cause of the trips were identified during
these investigations. The licensee is also upgrading
the solid state overcurrent trip devices supplied with

,

these breakers to units which have indicators which can
be used to evaluate the trips.

Based on this review and the infrequent nature of this
problem, the inspector concluded that the licensee's
actions taken in response to the HFCW fan breaker trips
are appropriate to bring this problem to a resolution,

d. SOLA Regulating Transformer Failure Review

During this inspection period, the inspector reviewed
the licensee's actions to improve the reliability of
SOLA regulating transformers. These transformers are
used in safety and nonsafety-related applications to
supply 120v AC distribution panels. Since 1989, 12
nonsafety-related transformers have failed. The
licensee determined that the failures may be due to
increased circulating currents in the transformers
resulting f rom poor terminal connecticas which causes
overheating of the transformer windings and insulation
failure. The failures occur predominately in
transformer banks installed in parallel. Since these
transformers are operating at less than full load and
generate higher operating temperatures than fully i

l

i
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loaded transformers, they are more susceptible to
failure.

Corrective actions to improve the reliability of,

existing units included the development of a PM program
to clean the transformer windings and improve the;

; terminal connections, de-energizing alternat,e
transformers which serve as standby power supplies, and
increasing load conditions on parallel transformer
installations by deleting unnecessary banks. Based on
this review, the inspector was satisfied with the
licensee's actions taken to improve the reliability of
SOLA transformers.

.
The inspectors will continue to follcw the recurring

} equipment problems discussed above and others to
detertdne that the licensee is identifying problems
when indicators are evident and once a problem is
identified the action taken is adequate.;

No violations or deviations were identified.

S. Evaluation of Licensee Self- Assessment CTpability (40500)

The objective of this inspection was to evaluate the
.

effectiveness of the licensee's self-assessment programs.
The inspection of the areas below focussed on whether each+

of these areas was meeting the regulatory requirements and
fulfilling its objectives. This was accomplished by
monitoring and evaluating plant performance, providing
assessments and findings, and communicating and followup on
corrective action recommendations.

a. Review of Safety Audit and Engineering Review

Du_ing this inspection period, the inspectors reviewed
th organization and activities of the Vogtle Safety
Audit and Engineering Review Department. _The SAER
Department derives its authority from tne Vice
President-Nuclear who-has appointed the Manager-SAER to 4

manage it. There is an on-site SAER supervisor who )
directs the daily operation of the SAER.- The primary
goal of the SAER Department is to assure management
that the VEGP Quality Assurance Program is fully and
effectively implemented. The SAER Department provides

.

'

this assurance through a comprehensive program of
audits designed to evaluate QA program effectiveness
and conformance to specified requirements, to advise
nanagement of QA progran strengtta and weaknesses and
to recommend corrective measures.where appropriate.
The general areas of responsibility encompass the-
quality related activities of design, modification,
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maintenance, refueling and operation of nuclear power
generating facilities.

The on-site SAER group is staffed with eight auditors,
seven of whom are presently certified as Lead Auditor.
The eighth auditor recently joined the department and
is in the process of being certified. Both the SAER
manager and the on-site SAER supervisor hold an SRO
license. The most recent auditor to join the
department has reactor engineering experience. All the
certified auditors have had extensive experience and
training as auditors. As mentioned in NRC IR
424,425/91-15, the department does lack health physics
experience, but efforts have continued to bring an
auditor into the department with that particular
background. During a recent audit of VEGP health
physics, an auditor from Plant Hatch provided
assistance. Discussions with the SAER supervisor
indicated that there is also a need for I&C experience
in the SAER group. Although auditor experience in
these specific areas could be improved, a review of QA
audit reports indicated that the SAER Department
conducts a broad-range of audits and has been effective
in identifying deficiencies in all areas audited. The
inspector verified that SAER conducts the audits
specified in TS 6.4.2.8 and that the audits are
conducted at the required frequency. In most cases,
SAER conducts these TS required audits more frequently
than the TS requires.

Both on-site and corporate management are responsive to
audit findings.of the SAER. In late 1991 the
responsibility of approving audit finding responses was
shifted from the SAER Department to the Vice President-
Nuclear. The vice president now approves AFRs and
works with the site if the response is not
satisfactory. This new approval process removes the
onsite SAER from directly approving AFRs and gives
audit findings higher management attention. The
process is working well and more closely follows the
process used by other Southern Nuclear SAER
organizations.

Although the inspector determined that the SAER audits
are usually thorough, it should be noted that during a
security program inspection conducted in March 1992,
NRC Region II inspectors identified that an incomplete
audit of the security program had been performed by
SAER in January 1991. The incomplete audit resulted in
a non-cited violation of NRC requirements and is
documented in NRC IR 424,425/92-05.

_ _ _ - . _ _ - - _
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b. Safety Review Board Meeting

on May 29, the inspector attended the semi-annual
Safety Review Board meeting which was held at Vogtle.
The purpose of the SRB is to provide independent review
and audit of designated activities in the areas of:
nuclear power plant operations, nuclear engineering, ,

chemistry and radiochemistry, metallurgy, I & C,
radiological safety, mechanical and electrical
engineering, and QA practices. The SRB reports to and
advises the Vice President-Nuclear on these subject
areas. During this particular meeting, the SRB
discussed outstanding SRB open items and
recommendations, reviewed safety evaluations and TS."

changes, significant events having impact on nuclear
safety, and discussed the functioning of the PRB, ISEG,
and SAER, including a review of SAER audit findings and
open items. The meeting was conducted openly and
professionally. The inspector had. no concerns.

c. Review of Plant Review Board

The inspectors observed and reviewed the functioning of
the PRB. .The PRB serves as a review and advisory group
to the plant general manager on all matters related to
nuclear safety. The responsibilities of the PRB are
described in TSs and in a plant administration
procedure. As part of this inspection, the inspectors
attended several PRB meetings, reviewed minutes from
past meetings, reviewed PRB composition and member
qualifications, and verified that open items identified
by the PRB were tracked and resolved expeditiously.
The inspectors found that the requirements of the TSs
were met with respect to the composition, duties,
meeting frequency and responsibilities of the PRB.

Several items in particular were noted during this
inspection. During attendance at the meetings, open
discussion between members occurred with no one
individual dominating the discussion'or forcing their
views on other PRB members. Voting was uninhibited and
all votes observed were unanimous. The inspector did
note during a review of PRB minutes that on rare
occasions there have been dissenting votes. As
required by plant procedure the non-unanimous decisions
were brought to the attention of the plant general
manager and the resolution of the item was explained by
the general manager at a subsequent meeting. In both
non-unanimous examplec reviewed, plant safety was not
an issue. Both issues related more to matters of

. opinion and interpretation. Both issues were
satisfactorily resolved.

_ _ _ _ _ _ __ . _ - -
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PRB meetings are held more frequently than required;
usually once a week. The areas of expertise of the
board members cover a broad spectrum and all pos=ess
SRO licenses. Many of the alternate PRB members are
not licensed. It was noted that when a large number of
items were to be reviewed in a specific area (i.e.,
EOPs), a subcommittee was designated to perform the
review for the board and submit the results of their
review to the PRB. Other areas are also covered by
subcommittees, such as safeguards material and lengthy
reports or large FSAR changes.

In an effort to enhance communications and
effectiveness the plant general manager has issued a
set of standards for the PRB. These standards provide
guidelines for meeting schedules, submission of
material and processing of items. Additionally, there ;

is a list of suggestions to improve / enhance PRB
activities.

Overall, the inspector concluded that the PRB was
fulfilling its purpose by providing a safety review of
the appropriate material and advising the plant general
manager,

d. Review of Independent Safety Engineering Group

During the inspection period the inspectors reviewed
the function of the Independent Safety Engineering
Group. ISEG is required by TS to examine plant

'operating characteristics, NRC issuances, industry
advisories, Licensea Event Reports, and other sources '

of plant design and operating experience information, ,

which may indicate areas for improving plant safety.

The inspector reviewed administrative procedures, which
provide organizational policies, responsibilities, and
program guidance for ISEG. The inspector held
discussions with the ISEG Supervisor and verified that
the group's composition met the TS composition
requirements and that assessments and recommendations
were provided to the appropriate level in the corporate
organization. The inspector also reviewed ISEG monthly
reports, operating experience program review reports,
special reports, and several shutdown risk assessments.

ISEG examines plant activities through several
programs. The operating experience program is used to
evaluate INPO related and industry information. The
group evaluates LERs for appropriate root cause and
corrective action. ISEG also performs special reviews

__ _
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L requested by management. During the most recent
refueling outage, the ISEG conducted shutdown risk
assessments. The ISEG also routinely. participates in
or leads plant event investigations and performs or
assists in performing Human Performance Evaluations of
significant events. During the most recent refueling
outage, a licensed operator temporarily supplemented
the ISEG staff, which broadened the group's ability to
review outage activities.

Based on this review the inspector concluded that ISEG
is effectively fulfilling its responsibilities.

No violations or deviations were identified.

6. Losh Of Decay Heat Removal, Programmed Enhancements (Long
Teru) Review (TI 2515/103)

The purpose of this TI was to assure PWR licensee actions to
prevent and, if necessary, respond to loss of decay heat
removal during reduced reactor coolant system inventory
operation. Prior to and following the issuance of TI
2515/103 in Decenber 1989, additional tis and inspections
have been performed at Vogtle which adequately address the
inspections items listed in TI 2515/103. Those additional
inspections are discussed below and are the basis upon which
TI 2515/103 is considered closed.

In February 1989, TI 2515/101 was issued to address the
'

licensee's short-term program for loss of decay heat
removal. That TI was essentially limited to reduced RCS
inventory conditions. TI 2515/103 was inspected by the
Vogtle resident inspectors and was closed out in NRC IR
424/89-19, 425/89-23.

On March 20, 1990, Vogtle experienced a Site Area Emergency ;
due to a loss of vital AC power and RHR capability. An NRC
Incident Investigation Team was dispatched to Vogtle to -

identify the probable causes, and make appropriate findings
and conclusions related to the SAE. The findings of the IIT

.

are documented in NUREG 1410, Loss of Vital AC Power And The
Residual Heat Removal System During Mid-Loop Operations at
Vogtle Unit 1 on March 20, 1990. Some of the topics
addressed in NUREG 1410 were: (1) risk-management concepts
applied to outage planning and scheduling; (2) emergency
plan description, response, and evaluation; and (3) coping
with loss of the RER system. All action items identified in
NUREG 1410 have been closed in subsequent inspections.

Following the SAE and due to the heightened NRC concern iregarding mid-loop operations, the resident inspectors were
tasked with completing a mid-loop check list prior to each

4

'
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scheduled RCS mid-loop operation.-'The= items on'the check
list-were documented in NRC IR- 425,425/90-17 and 424,425/91-
22 and included verification of containment closure
capability, RCS temperature and level indication, avoidance-
of_RCS perturbations, RCS inventory addition, and licensee
contingency plans to reenergize vital busses =upon loss of
primary power.

In May 1990,-an_NRC EOP inspection was performed at Vogtle.
The inspection results were documented in NRC IR 424,425/90-
08. The purpose of the inspection was to verify-that the
Vogtle EOPs were technically accurate and that their
specified actions could be accomplished using existing
equipment, controls and instrumentation. The inspection
included a- technical adequacy review of the procedures, CR
and in plant walkthroughs, simulator evaluation:of selected
procedures, a review of ongoing control of these procedures
and interviews of operators who use the procedures. The '

overa11 assessment concluded that the-EOPs adequately-
covered the broad range of accidents and equipment failures
necessary for safe shutdown of_the plant. Several
weaknesses, however, were identified and licensee corrective
actions were subsequently documented in NRC IR 424, 425/91-
21.

In March 1992, the inspectors completed the inspection
requirements of TI 2515/113, Reliable Decay, Heat Removal
During Outages, and documented the results-in NRC IR
424,425/92-04. The objective of TI 2515/113 was.to review
licensee activities during plant-outages _which have the
potential for contributing significantly to a loss of
capability to remove decay heat from the reactor.

Based on the results of the inspection activities described
above, the inspection requirements of TI- 2515/103- have been ,

sufficiently addressed and TI_ 2515/103 .is considered closed.

No violations or deviations were identified.

7. Licensee Evaluation Of Changes To The Environs-Around
Licensed Reactor Facilities (TI 2515/112)
The objective of this TI was to determine-whether the
licensee has a program to routinely document and evaluate
changes-in population distribution or in industrial,
military, or transportation hazards that could occur an1 or
near the reactor sites and' generate updates to theRFSAR.
This was accomplished by reviewing the Vogtle FSAR and
determining if the licensee has updated the FSAR to reflect
changes since the plant was licensed.

__ _
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The inspector reviewed the Vogtle SER and FSAR section 2.1,
Geography and Demography, and section 2.2, Identification of
Potential Hazards In Site Vicinity. Section 2.1 describes |
the site location, population distribution and numbers, and
projections of population growth. The last revision to this
section was made in November 1988 and used 1980 census i

figures as a basis. Section 2.2 included subsections on the |
location of nearby industrial, military and transportation '

facilities; a description of the nearby facilities; and an
evaluation of potential accidents. Section 2.2 was last
revised in March 1991. Types of accidents considered in the
1991 revision which were not covered in previous versions
included: chemical substances stored or transported within a
5-mile radius of the plant, explosions of the chemical
substances stored or transported within a 5-ndle radius of
the site and the effect on the site of an explosion,
flammable vapor clouds, toxic chemicals, fires, collisions
with the river water intake structure and liquid spills.

None of the potential accidents were considered to pose a
threat to safety related structures at Vogtle. However, for
toxic chemical releases, in the cases of mnmonia and
hydrazine, long term toxicity levels can be exceeded (FSAR
2.2.3.1.4.3.2). The FSAR concludes that for the cases where
the long-term limit is exceeded there are at least two
minutes between detection and the time that the short term
toxicity level is reached in the CR. This wou.1d provide
adequate time for CR operators to don protective clothing
without being exposed to incapacitating concentrations of

~

toxic gases. The inspector verified that the appropriate
equipment was available and CR personnel were trained in its
use.

The inspector noted that collisions with the river water
intake structure would not affect the capability to safely
shutdown the plant. The river water intake structure and
pumps provide makeup water to the circulating water system
which is a non-safety related system. Water for the
Ultimate Heat Sink is provided by the NSCW system and comes
from a different source.

The inspector determined that the licensee does not have a
program to periodically review and evaluate health and

' safety issues resulting from changes in population
distribution or in industrial, military, and transportation
hazards that could arise on or near the site. The licensee
does monitor new residents and businesses in the 10-mile EPZ
as part of the emergency preparedness program in order to
provide them with tone alert radios. Also, based on the
inspectors knowledge of the site and t : 1 site environs, and
the relative age of the plant (Unit 2 received a full power
operating license in March 1989) little has changed from the
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.
information currently contained in the FSAR. Considering
this information and discussions with the licensee, the
inspector concluded that there have not been changes on or
near the site which would currently warrant an evaluation of
the effect on license requirements. In response to the
inspectors concerns, the licensee is evaluating the need for.

a formal program to monitor and evaluate site environs.

No violations or deviations were identified.

8. Followup (92701) (92702)

a. (Closed) VIO 50-424/91-30-01, Inadequate Procedures For
Reducing Reactor Water Level, and*

(Closed) VIO 50-424/91-30-02, Failure To Verify !

|Adequacy Of Design And Establish Design Control.

These two violations were previously reviewed in NRC IR
50-424,425/92-04. The inspectors were satisfied with
the licensee's corrective actions, however, both
violations were left open pending completion of the
Unit 2 refueling outage (2R2) and verification of the
effectiveness of the licensee's actions during the
outage. The inspectors observed that the licensee's
implementation of the procedural and programmatic
enhancements, the increased management oversight of
outage activities, the increased awareness and control
of plant configuration during the outage, and, in
particular, reactor water level draindown evolutions,
all proved to be effective and resulted in no
significant problems during the outage. The modified
RCS sightglass instrumentation and the control of
active DCPe were two areas where particular improvement
was noted. These violations are closed,

b. (Closed) IFI 50-424,425/91-28-02, Review Licensee Root
Cause Evaluation Of System Leaks.

The licensee determined that work practices associated
with clearance and tagging were inadequate,
accessibility of. clearance information was less than
adequate, and the procedural controls for functional
tests within established clearances were not stric-
enough. These causes led to numerous system leaks
during the Unit i refueling outage in October 1991.
Corrective actions included revising procedure 00304-C,
Equipment Clearance and Tagging; redesignating the term
' functional test' to ' functional release'; and
providing controls concerning the use of functional
releases. These changes served to. heighten awareness
of temporary system reconfiguration using functional

_ .
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releases. Corrective actions implemented to increase
accessibility of clearance information were to organize
clearance documentation by sy0 tem; to remove clearances
that were modified under a func*.ional release from the
system files; to place these modified clearances into
a separate file; and to provide a cross indexing aid in
the system file to flag the clearances with functi;"al
releases in the modified file.

Separating the clearances with functional releases
allows maintenance personnel to conduct more thorough
reviews of clearance informacion prior to performing
work activities. Organizing clearances by system
provides operations personnel with a more usable means
of ascertaining system status.

During the last refueling outage, the inspector
observed that there were no system leaks or spills that
were attributable to inadequate configuration controls ,

or inattention to system status. One spill occurred
due to personnel error for failure to verify the
adequacy of a clearance prior to initiating work
activities and is documented in NRC IR 424,425/92-04. v
Based on this review, this item is closed.

c. (Closed) DEV 50-424,425/91-07-01, Failur6 To Perform
HVAC Filter Surveillances At Frequencies Required By
FSAR Commitments.

This deviation documented numerous examples where the
licensee failed to perform normal ventilation exhaust
system air filtration and adsorption unit testing at
frequencies required by FSAR commitments. Failure to
meet these commitments in a timely manner indicated a
lack of management attention to non-TS required
surveillances. The licensee responded to the deviation
in correspondence dated June 4, 1991.

9

Corrective actions included completing all required
testing for the normal ventilation filters. The
licensee included non-TS required surveillances on the
Surveillance Alert List, Management Attention List, and
the Unsat/Inop List along with TS required
surveillances to avoid future noncompliance. The
inspector also noted that management addresses items
which appear on the Unsat/Inop List at the daily
management staff meeting. Based on these actions, this
item is closed.

No violations or deviations were identified.

1
_ - _ _ _
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9. Review of Licensee Event Reports (90712) (92700)
'The below listed Licensee Event Reports and followup items

were reviewed to determine if the information provided met
NRC requirements. The determination included: adequacy of
description, verification of compliance the TS &nd
regulatory requirements, corrective action taken, existence
of potential generic problems, reporting requirements
satisfied, and relative safety significance of each event.

a. (Closed) 50-425/92-09, Rev. O, ' Auxiliary Feedwater
Actuation Following Main Feedpump Trip."

'

The cause of this event was a failure to maintain MPP
lube oil temperature. The test procedure was deficient
because it did not take-into account the effect of
temperature on lube oil system operation. Due to the
lower temperature, a higher than normal oil viscosity
resulted which required a higher than normal oil
pressure to maintain flow in the lube oil system. When
the standby lube oil pump was started, oil pressure
spiked high enough to actuate a thrust bearing wear
trip device which actuated a MFP trip. At the time of
the event, Unit 2 was in Mode-2 at zero percent power
and the AFW pumps were supplying water to the SGs. The
other MFP was out of service and tripped due to z

maintenance activities.

Based on information supplied by the vendor, the
licensee increased the oil temperature, completed the
MFP testing, and placed the MFP in service. Procedures
14993-1&2, Main Feedwater Pump Turbine Lube Oil System
Test, were revised to specify a minimum acceptable lube
oil temperature prior to performing standby lube oil
pump testing.

b. (Closed) 50,425/91-02, Rev.0, " Detector Failure Results
In Containment Ventilation Isolation",

(Closed) 50,425/91-11, Rev.0, " Radiation Monitor
Failure Leads To Containment Ventilation Isolation",
and

(Closed) 50,425/92-01, Rev.0, " Containment Ventilation
Isolation Due To Radiation Monitor Failure".

These three LERs are similar in that each containment
ventilation isolation described was related to a
failure of containment area radiation monitor 2RE-0003.
Two of the three failures were directly attributed to
failure of the detector tube assembly. The detector

|
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tube assembly was also suspected as the root cause ir
the third failure but that could not definitely be
preven.

The licensee conducted an engineering evaluation of
2RE-0003 with che assistance of Westinghouse and the
detector tube assembly vendor. The vendor stated that
the life of this particular GM tube detector is
theoretically determined by the number of total counts
seen by the GM tube. However, the life of the tube is
influenced by other factors such as tha, purity of the
materials used in manufacturing, the integrity of the
glass seals, and, most importantly, ambient temperature
and humidity conditions. Based on the findings of this

;
~ engineering ev>?.Lacion, the licensee developed a four

point action plan to address the tailures aarr:iated
with 2RB-0003. The four action items are: {1)
implement an 18 month prsventive maintenance program;
(2) implement a program to replace the detector /preang
assembly at an 18 month frequency; (3) develop a
program with the vendor to provide indepth testing of
used detector tube / preamp assemblies to determine
failure mode and/or expected life data; and (4) review
programs implemented and hardware / software of the
system with Southern Nuclear and the vendor and provide;

an , engineering evaluation and any further
recommendations for improvement. Items 1-3 have a
scheduled completion date of December 31, 1992. Item 4
is due to be completed by May 15, 1993. The inspectors
are ratisfied with the licensee's action plan and will

4

follow the progress of the plan as it is implemented.

No violations or deviations were identified.

10. Exit Meeting

The inspection scope and findings were summarized on June
26, 1992, with those-persons indicateo in paragraph 1. The
inspector described the areas inspected and discussed in
detail the inspection findings. No dissenting comments were
received from the licensee. The licensee did not identify
as proprietary any of the material provided to or reviewed
by the inspectors during this inspection.

11. Abbreviations

AFR Audit Finding Report 1

ATI Automatic Test Insertion ;

AC Alternating Current
ACOT. Analog Channel Operational Test
AFW Auxiliary Feedwater System
NHSAC ATWS Mitigation System Actuation Circuitry

1
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CR Control Room
CRI Control Room Isolation
20 Deficiency Card
DCP Design Change Package
DEV Deviation
DG Diesel Generator
EOP Emergency Operating Procedure
EPZ Emergency Planning Zone
FHB Fuel Handling Building"

FSAR Final Safety Analysis Report
GM Geiger-Mueller
HP Health Physics
HVAC Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning.
I&C Instrumentation and Controls

'

IFI Inspector Followup Item
IIT Incident Investigation Team
INPO Institute of Nuclear Power Operations
ISEG Independent Safety Engineering Group
IR Inspection Report'

KVAR Kilovolt-Amperes Reactive
LCO Limiting Conditions for Operations
LER Licensee Event Report
MCB Main Control Board

; MFP Main Feedwater Pump
MWO Maintenance Work Order
NI Nuclear Instrumentation
NPF Nuclear Power Facility
NRC Nuclear Regulatory Commission4

NRR Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
NSCW Nuclear Service Cooling Water
NUREG NRC Technical E2 port Designation
PA Protected Area
PM Preventive Maintenance.
PRB Plant Review Board
QA Quality Assurance
OPTR Quadrant Power Tilt Ratio

'

RCS Reactor Coolant System
Rev Revision
RHR Residual Heat Removal System
SAE Site Area Emergency
SAER Safety Audit and Engineering Review
SER Safety Evaluation Report
SG Steam Generator
SRB Safety Review Board
SRO -Senior Reactor Operator
TDAFW Turbine Driven Auxiliary Feedwater
TI Temporary Instruction
TS Technical Specification
UV Undervoltage
VEGP Vogtle Electric Generating Plant
VIO Violation

;
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